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before planting. They are planted at the end of May.
Cabbages are raised in heated glasshouses in pots made
of peat, and subsequently planted out. The Soviet Arctic
is to be self-sufficient even for seed, and at every experiment
station glasshouse space is provided for growing crops for
seed production.
Arctic agriculture is an ideal; uneconomic, difficult, and
of doubtful political value. But it does exemplify Man's
struggle against Nature, and it is cementing the dozens of
nationalities and tribes scattered over northern Russia into
one nation. 6 The Soviet Arctic', as one Soviet newspaper
put it, * has grown up to husky adolescence in the course of
the last decade.' As one listens to the talk of the men who
are carrying agriculture into the Arctic one is reminded of
Kipling's stories of engineers in India. There is the same
naive and optimistic spirit of empire-building.
The development of the Soviet Arctic is not just an
academic exercise in the struggle against Nature. It will
never become a granary for Russia, but it is already a rich
source of minerals and coal. Deposits of oil, nickel, lead,
zinc, copper and manganese, are being mined on a large
scale, and at Vorkuta on the sixty-eighth parallel, there are
coal-mines which rival those in the Donbas. They are
said to contain 120,000 million tons of coal. The opening
up of these deposits followed a series of mineral surveys
organised by the Academy of Sciences. One of these
surveys, carried out during the war, had no less than seventy
specialists attached to it.
The activity in the Soviet Arctic which excites the greatest
enthusiasm is exploration. The Russians have developed
a precarious sea route from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
It is under the control of the Northern Sea Route Adminis-
tration, founded in 1932. This Administration manages
not only trade and navigation: it has attached to it the
All-Union Arctic Scientific Research Institute which is run
by a team of irrepressible young scientists, under the
direction of Y. K. Buinitsky. This Institute takes as its

